Abstract A method for implementing Boolean logic functions using arrangements of toppling dominoes is described. Logic functions are implemented using only lines of dominoes and fork junctions. Using a dual-rail representation for Boolean values, any desired combinational function can be implemented. Circuits constructed using this method have no timing or order constraints on their inputs and require no out-of-plane bridges for passing one line of dominoes over another. Since they are built using toppling dominoes, circuits can be used only once.
Introduction
There are several different reasons for studying domino computation. There are didactic reasons that have nothing directly to do with science: for people interested in the physical basis of computing it is interesting and enjoyable to build computing primitives from simple objects that are easy to manipulate and which do not require elaborate tools to manufacture. Domino computers have been technologically possible for many thousands of years, but only since the advent of modern mathematics and computing theory has anybody had the insight and motivation to both build one and tell other interested people about it.
Just as pure mathematicians strive to explore and understand all areas of mathematics, regardless of their practical utility, many scientists apply the same philosophy to physical phenomena. Even those who have a different philosophy and who believe that all scientific endeavour should be directed towards practical outcomes must admit that there are well-known examples in mathematics of concepts that seemed entirely useless at the time that they were first developed, but which later turned out to be important to theoretical science, which is in turn fundamental to several modern technologies. Domino systems are one-shot, excitable-media, collision-based systems. Studying their information processing potential could lead to insights into other systems that fall into one or more of these categories.
An excitable medium is one in which sustainable wavefronts of state-change can propagate through space. Good examples of physical excitable media systems that have been used for information processing are those based on the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction (Steinbock et al. 1996; Gorecka and Gorecki 2006; Toth et al. 2009; Stevens et al. 2012) . The physical structures and phenomena that support the propagation of waves in biological systems can also be regarded as excitable media systems. Perhaps the most well known example is the system that supports the propagation of action potentials in nervous systems (Hodgkin and Huxley 1952) . The scholarpedia article on excitable media contains further examples (Zykov 2008) .
A one-shot computing system is one that can be configured to carry out a computation once only. After the computation has been performed, the system cannot be used again without being reset in some way. For domino systems, resetting means standing the dominoes back up again. Abstract (i.e. non-physical) one-shot systems that can be used to implement arbitrary logic circuits include majorityvote cellular automata (Moore 1997) and sandpile systems (Goles and Margerstern 1996) . These two examples can also be regarded as abstract excitable media systems.
A collision-based computing system is one in which mobile objects or patterns interact with one another to carry out information processing operations. An example is Fredkin and Toffoli's billiard ball model (Fredkin and Toffoli 1982) . Fredkin and Toffoli were primarily interested in reversibility and this model was devised as an example of a physically realistic system supporting reversible logic operations. A comprehensive collection of work related to collision-based computing systems can be found in Adamatzky (2002) . An example of an abstract collision-based excitable media system can be found in Stevens (2008) .
Studying the information processing potential of a physical system can be used to help understand the computational complexity of the system, i.e. how computationally difficult it is to predict the behaviour of the system (Moore 2001) . One way of showing that predicting the future state of a system is P-complete (i.e. so difficult that we believe the only effective way to predict it is to simulate it) is to show that any desired Boolean logic circuit can be implemented using the system.
Previous work
The idea of using interacting dominoes to carry out Boolean operations has occurred to many people, as a web search around the subject area will reveal.
O'Keefe (2009) seems to have been the first to explore the area in some detail and publish his findings. O'Keefe describes a system of logic gates made from dominoes in which a travelling wavefront on a line of dominoes represents a Boolean value of 1, and the absence of a wavefront represents a value of 0. Figure 1 shows a NOR gate in O'Keefe's system. The relative timing of the inputs to this gate is critical for its correct functioning. In the NOR gate, the A and B inputs to the gate must be applied before the auxiliary 1 input has been applied so that they have time to prevent the auxiliary 1 input from causing a value of 1 to be output at C.
O'Keefe does not restrict his dominoes to a twodimensional surface, he allows bridges so that one line of dominoes can cross another without interference. O'Keefe points out that the need for bridges can be removed by using a crossover circuit made from three XOR gates. He states that constraining a system to planar geometry requires that the flow of information in a domino system must be carefully managed so as to avoid signals being blocked by barriers of de-energised dominoes.
Challenges
This paper addresses two related challenges that arise from O'Keefe's work. The first challenge is whether the timing constraints on gates can be removed. Is it possible to make logic gates in which the inputs can be applied at any time and in any order? O'Keefe's gates have critical timing constraints. They require that input signals are applied within narrow time windows, and that some input signals must be applied after others. Generally, small deviations from perfect timing are tolerated, and the degree of toleration can be changed by altering the lengths of some domino lines. Nevertheless, for large circuits it is likely that managing timing constraints would be a significant problem. Removing timing constraints altogether would obviate this problem.
The second challenge is whether a planar crossover circuit without timing constraints can be constructed. O'Keefe's crossover made from three XOR gates requires that input signals be synchronised, so it cannot be used if we make no assumptions about the timing of signals.
Domino interactions
Searching for physical systems that are capable of being used for implementing the constituents of a Boolean algebra involves identifying which physical phenomena will be used for representing logical values, and which mechanisms will be used for implementing logical operations (logic gates). The two tasks of choosing a representation scheme and devising logic gates are tightly coupled-there is no use in choosing phenomena to represent logical values and then finding that logic gates which operate on those phenomena are difficult or impossible to construct.
The approach towards this problem taken in this paper is to begin at a level of abstraction lower than Boolean algebra: first of all we consider the types of event that the physical system supports, and the types of event-interaction mechanism that can be constructed. Only after this do we consider how the timing and location of events and their interactions can be used to implement Boolean algebra.
We use conventional arrangements of dominoes in which all dominoes initially stand upright, and topple over in the course of propagating a wavefront. We also assume that dominoes are regularly spaced in such a way that a toppling wavefront travels at a constant speed. There are two different transitions that an individual upright domino can undergo: it can topple in one direction, or it can topple in the opposite direction. Once a domino has toppled it cannot undergo any further transitions, but a toppled domino can play an important role in blocking the propagation of a wavefront. We do not make use of the finer details of the physics of toppling dominoes, but interested readers can find out about some of these in the paper by Wagon et al. (2005) .
In this paper two basic domino configurations are defined which will be used exclusively as the basis for constructing other arrangements. These configurations are shown in Fig. 2 , along with symbols that are used in schematic diagrams of more complex arrangements later on.
The first is the line configuration. When A topples towards B then A will cause B to topple in the same direction as A. When B topples towards A then B will cause A to topple in the same direction as B. If A and B both topple towards one another at the same time then the two toppling wavefronts will collide and nothing further will happen.
The second is the fork configuration. This configuration has three lines of dominoes meeting at a junction, dominoes at the external ends of these three lines are labelled A, B and C. When C topples toward the junction it will cause both A and B to topple away from the junction. When A topples toward the junction it will cause C to topple away from the junction, but B will be unaffected. Similarly, when B topples toward the junction it will cause C to topple away from the junction, but A will be unaffected. It is possible that two or three lines leading into the fork configuration will topple simultaneously. Clearly if all three of A, B and C topple towards the junction simultaneously there can be no resulting output. If both A and B topple toward the junction at the same time this will cause C to topple away from the junction. If A and C (or similarly, B and C) topple toward each other at approximately the same time then whether or not B will topple is dependent on the precise timing and location of the resulting collision. Clearly if the collision happens nearer to C than to A then B will not topple. If the collision happens nearer to A than to C then B will topple. If the collision happens in the vicinity of the fork junction then whether or not B will topple is unpredictable.
The word 'signal' refers to a toppling domino wavefront. So the phrase 'a signal is applied to an input of a mechanism', means that the domino located at that input is toppled in the direction that will cause a toppling wavefront to travel into the mechanism. The phrase 'a signal emerges from an output of a mechanism' means that the domino located at the output is toppled by a wavefront emerging from the mechanism.
One way line
A one way line can be constructed using two forks as shown in Fig. 3 . A signal entering the configuration from A will split at fork F into two signals that will collide with each other, preventing any signal from emerging at B. In the other direction, a signal entering the configuration from B will pass through fork G, through F and then emerge from A. Correct operation of the one way line requires that the rate of signal propagation along any two domino lines is similar, otherwise the collision that occurs after a signal from A splits at fork F may happen in the wrong location. Figure 3 also shows the schematic symbol that will be used for a one way signal line.
Single line crossover
A single line crossover is a mechanism with two inputs A-in and B-in and two outputs A-out and B-out which are crossed over topologically. A signal may arrive either at A-in or at B-in. A signal arriving at A-in will be passed to A-out, a signal arriving at B-in will be passed to B-out. This definition of a single line crossover does not specify what will happen if a signal arrives at both inputs: in this paper the single line crossover will only be used in situations where it is guaranteed that only one of the inputs will ever receive a signal.
A pair of forks can be used as the basis for constructing a single line crossover, with one way lines on each input to prevent signals from one input propagating back to the other input. Figure 4 shows the single line crossover and the schematic symbol that will be used to represent it. A total of 6 forks are used in a single line crossover. A both mechanism has two inputs and one output. Only when signals have arrived at both inputs will it generate an output. It is not immediately obvious that this mechanism can be implemented using only the fork and line configurations. The requirement to wait for the latter of two signals to arrive once the former has arrived dictates that the mechanism must maintain an internal state. This is realised by allowing the toppled or untoppled state of a segment of a domino line to influence the behaviour of the mechanism. Figure 5 shows the both mechanism and the schematic symbol that will be used to represent it. If a signal is applied to A well before a signal is applied to B, then the left hand path that emanates from the fork near input B will be interrupted, permitting a signal derived from B to emerge at C. If a signal is applied to B well before a signal is applied to A then the same process happens, with A and B exchanged. A situation that might occur if both A and B are applied close together in time is that in which A does not have time to reach F before B reaches F, and thus B does not propagate to C, but also B does not have time to reach G before A reaches G, and thus A does not propagate to C either. To prevent this situation from occurring, the length of the path T must be long enough so that if a signal from B reaches fork F before a signal from A, then a signal from B will reach fork G before a signal from A. A total of 17 forks are used in the both mechanism.
In part because the both mechanism uses one way lines, and in part because of the constraint on the length of T described in the previous paragraph, correct operation of the both mechanism requires that the rate of signal propagation along any two domino lines is similar.
Boolean algebra
So far we have discussed signals, and introduced several mechanisms that respond to signals, but we have not yet attributed any meaning to signals or to the behaviour of these mechanisms. In this section we describe ways of interpreting signals as Boolean values, and ways of constructing Boolean logic gates from the mechanisms introduced in the previous section.
In what follows we discuss two methods for constructing one Boolean algebra from another, incomplete Boolean algebra. In each of the two methods we will be dealing simultaneously with two different Boolean algebras, one constructed from the other, and we will need to be clear at every point which one we are referring to. We will refer to the first of the incomplete Boolean algebras as L, and the complete Boolean algebra that we construct from it L 0 . All of the constituents of L 0 will be marked with an apostrophe. Similarly we will refer to the second of the incomplete Boolean algebras as M, and the complete Boolean algebra that we construct from it M*. All of the constituents of M* will be marked with an asterisk.
The familiar definition of a two-element Boolean algebra is used, consisting of a set containing two elements {0,1} and three operations AND, OR and NOT defined in the conventional way.
Dual-rail Boolean algebra: method 1 This method is the same as the double-line trick described by von Neumann (1956) . Incomplete Boolean algebra L has the two elements {0,1} along with the AND and OR operations, but it has no NOT operation.
We use the passage of a single signal along a line to represent a Boolean 1 value in algebra L and the nonoccurrence of a signal on a line to represent a Boolean 0 value in algebra L. With this meaning given to signals, a fork can be used to implement the OR operation (if dominoes A and B in Fig. 2 are treated as inputs and domino C is treated as an output) and the both mechanism can be used to implement the AND operation.
Given the way that we have chosen to represent the elements 0 and 1, we cannot construct a mechanism that corresponds to the NOT operation because detecting 'the non-occurrence of a signal on a path at any time' cannot be done in a finite time. We would need to wait forever to be sure that an event was never going to happen. The problem arises because we have deliberately chosen to have no timing constraints on our inputs: if we knew that a signal was going to occur either within a specified interval, or not at all, then we could use an auxiliary input as the basis for constructing an inverter in the way discussed by O'Keefe (2009).
Because we cannot directly implement the NOT operation using the representation scheme we have chosen, we cannot directly implement a complete Boolean algebra, we can only implement incomplete Boolean algebra L. Nevertheless, we can use L to construct a complete algebra by using a dual-rail representation scheme. Algebra L 0 is constructed from algebra L as follows. The two elements {0 0 , 1 0 } of algebra L 0 are defined as 0 0 = (1, 0) and 1 0 = (0, 1). That is, each element in algebra L 0 is made using an ordered pair of elements from algebra L. When we use a letter, such as x, to refer to an element of L 0 we use subscripts x 0 to refer to the first member of the ordered pair and x 1 to refer to the second member of the ordered pair, so that x = (x 0 , x 1 ).
The AND 0 , OR 0 and NOT 0 operations of algebra L 0 are defined in terms of the constituents of L as follows:
It is straightforward to show that these definitions satisfy the conventional definitions for conjunction, disjunction and negation.
In a domino implementation, a value in algebra L 0 is represented by the passage of a signal along one or other of a pair of signal lines. The NOT 0 operation must be physically realised by crossing over the signal paths along which the signals representing x 0 and x 1 travel. This can be accomplished using the single line crossover of Fig. 4 .
The domino implementation of the AND 0 and OR 0 operations in algebra L 0 is shown schematically in Fig. 6 . Notice that the placement of single-line crossovers in Fig. 6 is chosen so as to guarantee that only one input to each crossover will ever receive a signal. Each gate requires a total of 30 forks.
In addition to allowing the NOT 0 operation to be realised topologically by crossing over signal lines, the other advantage that this dual-rail system has is that it removes any need to be concerned with the relative timing of signals, and so allows asynchronous circuits to be constructed. It is for this reason that dual-rail logic has found applications in asynchronous digital electronic circuit design (Sparsø and Furber 2001) . We can expect either a signal corresponding to 0 0 , or a signal corresponding to 1 0 to arrive at each dual-rail output once the circuit has finished operating. We will not be left in any state of ambiguity over whether the circuit has finished operating or not.
Dual-rail Boolean algebra: method 2 There is a second way of constructing a complete dual-rail Boolean algebra from an incomplete Boolean algebra, where the incomplete algebra is even less complete than in the previous section. Not only does this incomplete algebra have no NOT operation, but its OR operation is undefined for the case when both operands are 1. Examples of circuits constructed on this basis can be found among the literature on asynchronous circuit design, for example on page 22 of Sparsø and Furber (2001) .
We introduce this second method of constructing a dualrail Boolean algebra because we use this method as the basis for constructing a dual-rail crossover mechanism in Sect. 4.
We call the incomplete algebra without negation, and with an incomplete OR operation, algebra M. The complete Boolean algebra that we will construct from it will be called M*. Table 1 shows which operations in algebra M are defined and which are not-a dash represents an undefined operation. Algebra M* is constructed from algebra M in a similar but not identical way to the way in which L 0 was constructed from L. The two elements {0*,1*} of algebra M* are defined as 0* = (1, 0) and 1* = (0,1). The AND*, OR* and NOT* operations of algebra M* are defined in terms of the constituents of M as follows: The domino implementation of the AND* operator in algebra M* is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The dual-rail AND* gate in Fig. 7 has a sum-of-products architecture consisting of a section labelled 'Formation of AND terms' and a section labelled 'OR of AND terms'. Each of the four possible combinations of dual-rail input values causes a different one of the four AND gates in Fig. 7 to produce a 1 output. By ORing together the outputs from selected AND gates, dual-rail outputs for any two input Boolean function can be obtained. Because only one of the four AND gates will produce an output for any input case, no OR gate will ever have two 1 inputs. The single-line crossovers in Fig. 7 are placed so as to avoid any situation in which signals could occur on both input paths. For example the path from B 1 can cross the path from B 0 ; it can also cross any path emerging from a both mechanism with B 0 as an input, but it cannot cross A 0 or A 1 . For single-line crossovers where the inputs to the crossover come from both mechanisms, we can be sure that a signal will occur on only one input.
In the context of domino circuits, algebra M* has no advantages over algebra L 0 for implementing single logic gates-it results in larger logic gates-but M* does have an advantage when it comes to implementing circuits in which two or more Boolean functions (say P, Q etc.) of the same inputs are needed: outputs from the same four AND gates can be ORed together in several different ways. Because a signal will only emerge from one of the four AND gates, the outputs from the AND gates can be crossed over as required so that P, Q etc. emerge from the circuit in any desired order. In Sect. 4 this fact is exploited to make an efficient dual-rail crossover circuit.
Fanout and crossover
By showing how to implement algebra L 0 (and algebra M*) using dominoes we have shown that a complete set of dualrail Boolean logic gates can be implemented using the mechanisms introduced in Sect. 2. To complete the proof that any Boolean function can be realised we must be show that dual-rail signals can be split into two with a fanout mechanism, so that a single output can feed into several gates. We must also show that dual-rail signals can be routed from one gate to another without any restriction, crossing each other where necessary.
Dual-rail signal paths can be split using the mechanism shown in Fig. 8 , which makes use of 8 forks. The fact that a signal will enter the fan-out mechanism either from A 0 -in or from A 1 -in but never from both means that a single line crossover can be used at the place where signal paths originating at A 0 -in and A 1 -in need to cross each other.
When two dual-rail signal paths need to cross each other we could use the planar crossover network made from AND gates and NOT gates described by Dewdney (1979) . This method would use a total of 266 forks.
Alternatively, since the crossover circuit can be regarded as two different functions of the same two dual-rail inputs A and B (i.e. the projection of A, and the projection of B), we can use the method discussed in Sect. 3 to make a circuit in which A and B appear in reverse order at the outputs. This circuit, which uses only 140 forks, is shown in Fig. 9 . It is not known whether the number of forks used in the dual-rail crossover is minimal. A comparison of Fig. 9 with Fig. 7 reveals the similarities between the architecture of the dual-rail crossover and the architecture of the dual-rail AND* gate.
Since the dual-rail system does not have any timing restrictions, the precise length or route of any path between gates is unimportant, so long as the path starts and ends in the right locations. Therefore gates can be spaced as far apart as is necessary to fit as many signals as required between them. Fig. 7 A dual-rail AND* gate in which no OR gate will ever have more than a single 1 input 
Discussion and conclusion
This paper shows that a pair of toppling domino arrangements, the fork and the line, can be used to implement any Boolean circuit by using a dual-rail representation for Boolean values. Inputs to the circuit have no timing constraints and can be applied in any order. Because we can construct a planar crossover circuit with no timing constraints, no bridges are required to cross one line over another.
The method used to show this involved taking a Boolean algebra that was incomplete, but which could be implemented using dominoes in a straightforward way, and using it to construct a complete Boolean algebra. This method might also be applicable to other physical systems in which it is difficult to directly implement a Boolean algebra, but where incomplete algebras (such as L or M) might be easier to implement. Recent work on DNA computing used this approach to implement the most complex DNA logic circuit yet constructed (Qian and Winfree 2011) . Figure 10 shows an example of a physical system in which it is difficult or impossible to implement the complete OR operation required by algebra L, but easy to implement the incomplete OR operation required by algebra M. This system consists of fixed slopes and moveable balls, where gravity causes the balls to roll down the slopes. Here, the logical values 1 and 0 in algebra M are represented respectively by the passage or non-passage of a single ball along a slope at any time. The mechanism on the left hand side in Fig. 10 implements the AND operation in algebra M: only after one ball occupies the notch cut into the slope will a second ball pass through to the output. The mechanism on the right hand side in Fig. 10 implements the incomplete OR operation in algebra M (see Table 1 ), because any single ball entering an input will pass through to the output. But this mechanism does not implement a complete OR operation, because if balls enter both inputs, they will both emerge from the output, and this does not have any meaning (and could cause disruption further along in a circuit if gates were cascaded). Other questions that would need to be answered in order to implement a complete system of logic gates in this physical systemsuch as how to implement a fan-out mechanism, and whether the system must necessarily be a one-shot system-are not addressed here.
Since the domino fork and line interactions are logically universal, subject to the assumption that the rate of signal propagation along any two domino lines is approximately the same, any other system supporting similar or identical interactions is also likely to be a good candidate for logical universality. The direct construction of Boolean gates in a particular medium, based on these interactions, may not in itself be significant, but knowing whether or not a medium is logically universal can influence the decision about whether to investigate the ability of that medium to support other, perhaps undiscovered, information processing structures. A technique for information processing in excitable media that was inspired by consideration of domino fork behaviour is given in Stevens et al. (2012) .
As discussed in the introduction, showing that a physical system can be used for implementing any desired logic circuit proves that predicting the behaviour of the system is P-complete. Knowing that the behaviour of planar toppling domino lines and fork junctions can be used as the basis for constructing logic circuits, we have a possible shortcut for future proofs: if it can be shown that a physical system supports structures that behave in the same way as domino forks and lines, then the system is P-complete.
Another route along which further research in this area has been taken is that of formalising and generalising the concepts used in this paper. Whereas this paper has focused on implementing Boolean logic functions using toppling dominoes, arrangements of toppling dominoes can in general be treated as reactive systems, where the precise pattern and timing of events that emerge from a system is dependent on the precise pattern and timing of events that enter the system. The response of a simple arrangement of dominoes to all possible combinations of input events can be described by formalising the verbal descriptions given in Sect. 2. Composition rules can be formulated that permit the behaviour of a more complex mechanism to be deduced from the behaviour of its constituent mechanisms. To illustrate this, Fig. 11 shows how a one way line may be split into four regions, each of which contains either a fork or a line. The full details of this approach can be found in Stevens (2012) . This approach has been applied not only to toppling domino systems in which each event can only occur once and where each region can undergo only a finite number of state transitions, but also to the more general case where events can occur any number of times and where regions may return to a previous state.
